TRUCK TEAR DOWN LIMITS
EISEF "GO - NO GO" FRICITION CASTING SHOE GAGE
70 & 100 TON RIDE MASTER WITH 1992 SLOPEGUARD SHOES

MANUFACTURE TOLERANCE
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: +/- .030"

BOXED DIMENSION IS MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTIC TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"
REFERENCE:
AAR D MANUAL M-214

Material:
Stainless Steel 17-7
Thickness: 3/16"
Hardened

Scale: 35X

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
TRUCK TEAR DOWN GAGE

SIZE | Job# | ENG NO. | Disk | A1
-----|------|--------|------|---
A    |      | W375-13|      |   

CUSTOMER
ENG JCD 10/13/97